
Power your technician’s ability to easily visualize and service a property’s area 
and devices with a combination of drawing tools, preset icons and advanced 
grid/satellite image manipulations. Easily create and view sketches of service 
areas and treatments, including buildings, areas, devices, and objects, right from 
your mobile device. Save, share and seamlessly sync diagrams to the office and 
ensure the latest visual no matter where you are.

PestPac

PestPac Mobile Sketch

Utilize drawing tools to add shapes or create freehand drawings

Use a grid, satellite map or image as a background

Drop-and-drag predefined objects and devices

Add custom labels to increase understanding of sketches 
or represent other areas

Assign colors to materials, and use a brush tool to identify  
material used or suggested in a specific treatment area

Capture and view the linear and square footage instantly

PESTPAC MOBILE SKETCH IS PART OF PESTPAC’S END-TO-END SOLUTION.
Call 866-475-2932 or visit pestpac.com to learn more.

With Mobile Sketch
YOUR TECHNICIANS CAN:

Mobile Sketch with Google Earth 
and plotting devices is just

BRILLIANT!
~ Robert Hicks, CEO, SafeHaven Pest Control

saving us up to 20% in time per visit.

With the devices on the map, the technicians 
are much quicker finding the stations

https://pestpac.com/


PESTPAC MOBILE SKETCH IS PART OF PESTPAC’S END-TO-END SOLUTION.
Call 866-475-2932 or visit pestpac.com to learn more.

INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT
Inspect areas, scan devices, track activity, and document treatment 
actions that hold your company and customers accountable

TERMITE INSPECTION REPORTS
Inspect and scan Sentricon® bait stations, track termite activity, 
and fill out state-specific WDI/WDO Inspection forms

CUSTOMERCONNECT+LOGBOOK
Streamline access to inspection reports, sighting logs, and 
licensing information.

For more complex work, separate yourself from the competition
WITH APPLICATIONS INCLUDING:

MULTI-UNIT MANAGEMENT
Service residential and commercial beyond single areas, collect individual 
unit signatures and generate per unit, and building summary reports

https://pestpac.com/

